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Abstract: Biochar, a sustainable solid material derived from biomass pyrolysis enriched in carbon,
has emerged as a promising solution for soil carbon sequestration. This comprehensive review
analyzes the current knowledge on biochar’s application in this context. It begins by examining
biochar properties and production methods, highlighting its recalcitrant nature as a potential stable
carbon sink. The influence of various feedstocks and pyrolysis conditions on various physicochemical
properties of biochar and its soil carbon sequestration potential is explored. Mechanisms through
which biochar enhances soil carbon sequestration are discussed, including its role as a physical barrier
against carbon loss and its ability to promote stable soil aggregates and influence soil microorganisms.
Challenges and limitations, such as variations in biochar properties and optimal application rates,
are addressed, along with strategies for maximizing biochar effectiveness through amendments.
The review concludes by emphasizing the importance of long-term field studies, standardized
protocols, and economic assessments to support the widespread adoption of biochar for soil carbon
sequestration and its potential in climate change mitigation.

Keywords: biochar; biomass pyrolysis; carbon sequestration; carbon sink; climate change mitigation;
mechanisms; physicochemical properties

1. Introduction

Climate change poses significant challenges to the global environment, affecting
ecosystems [1], weather patterns [2], and human livelihoods [3]. One of the principal
contributors to climate change is the excessive release of carbon dioxide (CO2) and other
greenhouse gases (GHGs) into the atmosphere [4]. These emissions are predominantly
a result of human activities, such as deforestation and fossil fuel combustion [5–7]. The
consequences have been profound, with a remarkable surge in atmospheric CO2 levels,
which have significantly contributed to the escalating global temperature [4,8]. In fact, the
average global atmospheric CO2 concentration in 2020 reached a staggering 412 parts per
million (ppm) [9]. If immediate measures to curb emissions are not implemented, it is
projected that the atmospheric CO2 concentration could soar to alarming levels of 600 to
1500 ppm by the year 2030 [10].

Elevated atmospheric CO2 levels have been associated with substantial soil carbon (C)
loss [11,12], posing a potential threat to crop yield and quality [13]. This concern arises at
a time when the demand for food is escalating to meet the needs of a rapidly growing global
population in the coming decades [14]. Moreover, recent evidence highlights the detrimen-
tal health consequences of frequent and prolonged exposure to environments with CO2
concentrations surpassing 1000 ppm [15]. The impacts encompass a range of consequences,
including inflammation, compromised higher-level cognitive functions, a reduction in bone
mineral density, the formation of calcium deposits in the kidneys, increased oxidative stress,
and impaired endothelial function [15]. In light of these challenges, it becomes imperative
to explore and implement strategies that effectively reduce C emissions to reduce gaseous
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C in the atmosphere and facilitate long-term soil C sequestration to capture stable C in
the soil. Taking decisive measures is imperative to alleviate the detrimental consequences
of climate change and secure a sustainable future for both the natural environment and
human well-being.

Biochar is a biomass-derived solid material derived mainly through pyrolysis,
a thermochemical process completed under high-temperature oxygen-deficit conditions.
In recent years, biochar has emerged as a promising soil amendment due to its unique
physicochemical properties and interactions with soil systems [16]. When incorporated
into soils, biochar enhances soil fertility, nutrient retention, and water-holding capacity. Its
porous structure provides a habitat for beneficial microorganisms, improving soil health
and promoting plant growth [17]. Furthermore, biochars exhibit a remarkable molecular
structure characterized by high chemical and microbial stability. A notable long-term
study conducted over eight years investigated the decomposition of biochar derived from
ryegrass using compound-specific 14C analysis. The findings revealed an exceptionally
slow decomposition rate, with the biochar losing only 7 × 10−4% of its C content per day
under optimal conditions [18]. This implies that it would take nearly 400 years for the
biochar to experience a mere 1% reduction in its C content. In a separate study, researchers
examined the residence time of biochar derived from Eucalyptus saligna, pyrolyzed at
550 ◦C and subsequently incorporated into soils at 20 ◦C. The study unveiled the signif-
icant longevity of this specific biochar, with a mean residence time estimated to range
from 732 to 1061 years [19]. These findings provide compelling evidence that reinforces the
enduring nature of biochar as an effective C sink, solidifying its potential as a sustainable
and long-lasting solution for soil C sequestration.

As biochar continues to gain attention as a potential solution for mitigating climate
change and enhancing soil C storage [20,21], there is a pressing need to consolidate the
existing knowledge, identify research priorities, and fill the gaps in understanding. This
review aims to bridge these knowledge gaps by comprehensively analyzing the properties,
mechanisms, challenges, and potential optimization strategies associated with biochar’s
application for soil C sequestration. Notably, it is worth mentioning that while the ap-
plication of biochar has the potential to offset atmospheric carbon by promoting biomass
yields, the concept of biochar soil carbon sequestration discussed in this paper specifi-
cally focuses on increasing the long-term storage of stable organic carbon in the soil. By
providing a comprehensive and current overview, this review will contribute to informed
decision-making, support the development of standardized protocols, and stimulate further
research in this vital area of study. Ultimately, this collective effort will pave the way for the
widespread adoption of biochar as an effective and sustainable tool for soil C sequestration
in the fight against climate change.

2. Physicochemical Properties of Biochar and Indices for Carbon Sequestration

Biochar’s physicochemical properties play a pivotal role as they directly impact its
effectiveness and suitability for a wide range of applications [22,23]. High C content,
thermal stability, and recalcitrance are essential properties that contribute to biochar’s
ability to sequester C in the soil over long periods [24,25]. A comprehensive understanding
and optimization of these properties can significantly enhance biochar’s effectiveness as
a reliable and long-term C sink. Various factors, including the feedstock used, pyrolysis
conditions, and post-treatment processes, influence the physicochemical properties of
biochar [26–28]. In this section, we delve into the properties that are particularly relevant
to biochar’s potential for C sequestration. Moreover, we explore how these properties are
influenced by different factors, shedding light on the intricate relationship between biochar
production and its resulting physicochemical characteristics.

2.1. Carbon Content

Biochar is primarily composed of C, accounting for a significant proportion of its
composition, typically ranging from around 50% to nearly 90% by weight (Table 1). The high
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C content of biochar is essential for its C sequestration potential for several reasons. Firstly,
it enables biochar to serve as a stable reservoir for C. When applied to the soil, biochar
acts as a sink, effectively capturing and retaining C over extended periods, preventing its
release back into the atmosphere as CO2 [24]. Moreover, the abundant C content of biochar
allows for a higher C saturation level in the soil. As biochar is added to the soil, it provides
additional C that can exceed the soil’s natural C-holding capacity [29]. This surplus C can
be effectively sequestered, contributing to an overall increase in soil C stocks and mitigating
the net increase in CO2 in the atmosphere [30]. Furthermore, biochar’s high C content,
combined with its recalcitrant nature, allows it to persist in the soil for extended periods
without significant C loss [31]. This longevity ensures that the sequestered C remains stored
in the soil, providing a reliable and long-term solution for C sequestration.

Table 1. Elemental compositions of biochars derived from various types of feedstocks at two different
pyrolysis temperatures (400 and 600 ◦C).

Feedstock Pyrolysis
Temperature C% (w/w) O% (w/w) H% (w/w) H/C

(Atomic)
O/C

(Atomic) Reference

Switchgrass 400 ◦C 67.26 18.65 3.19 0.57 0.21 [32]
Switchgrass 400 ◦C 68.24 17.13 2.99 0.53 0.19 [33]
Switchgrass 400 ◦C 59.60 31.30 4.70 0.95 0.39 [34]
Switchgrass 400 ◦C 56.69 14.23 3.56 0.75 0.19 [35]

Sludge 400 ◦C 70.90 16.18 4.49 0.76 0.17 [36]
Sludge 400 ◦C 48.53 41.34 3.77 0.93 0.64 [37]
Sludge 400 ◦C 61.47 28.23 2.83 0.55 0.44 [38]
Sludge 400 ◦C 45.25 49.97 3.74 0.99 0.83 [39]

Oakwood 400 ◦C 73.45 19.14 3.37 0.55 0.20 [40]
Oakwood 400 ◦C 74.65 10.41 3.16 0.51 0.11 [33]
Oakwood 400 ◦C 70.90 12.90 3.60 0.61 0.14 [41]
Oakwood 400 ◦C 76.41 12.26 2.75 0.43 0.12 [32]
Conocarpus 400 ◦C 76.83 14.16 2.83 0.44 0.14 [42]
Conocarpus 400 ◦C 64.17 34.48 0.21 0.40 0.04 [43]
Conocarpus 400 ◦C 79.31 14.12 2.01 0.30 0.13 [44]

Switchgrass 600 ◦C 73.47 13.16 2.13 0.35 0.13 [32]
Switchgrass 600 ◦C 72.72 12.70 2.39 0.39 0.13 [33]
Switchgrass 600 ◦C 68.15 24.99 2.21 0.39 0.28 [45]
Switchgrass 600 ◦C 65.31 10.77 2.78 0.51 0.12 [35]

Sludge 600 ◦C 66.98 26.77 1.24 0.22 0.30 [46]
Sludge 600 ◦C 82.87 5.35 1.71 0.25 0.05 [47]
Sludge 600 ◦C 79.76 7.70 1.48 0.22 0.07 [47]
Sludge 600 ◦C 66.98 26.76 1.24 0.22 0.30 [46]

Oakwood 600 ◦C 80.44 8.25 2.31 0.38 0.08 [40]
Oakwood 600 ◦C 78.70 6.76 2.54 0.39 0.06 [33]
Oakwood 600 ◦C 79.20 13.40 2.00 0.30 0.13 [41]
Oakwood 600 ◦C 80.72 7.94 1.93 0.29 0.07 [32]
Conocarpus 600 ◦C 82.93 6.55 1.28 0.19 0.05 [42]
Conocarpus 600 ◦C 86.71 13.27 0.03 0.12 0.01 [43]
Conocarpus 600 ◦C 82.35 11.49 0.93 0.14 0.10 [44]

When derived under the same pyrolysis conditions, the C content of biochar is closely
related to the feedstock used for its production. A recent meta-analysis reported that wood
biochar exhibited a considerably higher average C content of 74.99% compared to corn
stover biochar (62.93%) and switchgrass biochar (60.98%) [48]. These differences can be at-
tributed to variations in cellulose, hemicellulose, and lignin contents among the three types
of feedstocks [48]. Woody species generally contain 76–109% more lignin and 27–47% more
cellulose than herbaceous or grassy species [49–51]. Carbonization is enhanced through the
decomposition of lignocellulosic structures and the formation of aromatic structures during
pyrolysis [32]. Another study characterized biochars derived from nine different waste
types. Across a temperature range of 300 to 600 ◦C, the biochars derived from poultry litter
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(55.06–85.34%), cucumber plant waste (60.95–95.17%), tomato plant waste (62.05–92.74%),
and date palm leaf waste (53.72–91.08%) exhibited higher C contents compared to biochars
derived from chicken feather waste (51.48–72.02%), cow dung (48.44–79.50%), Conocarpus
waste (61.87–86.71%), date palm fiber waste (54.21–91.44%), and date palm petiole waste
(54.71–84.60%) [43]. In line with findings from previous studies, the biochars with higher
C contents were found to originate from waste materials with a higher C content prior to
pyrolysis [32,43,48,52].

A consistent trend of increasing C content was observed across various biochars
derived from different waste types when subjected to higher pyrolysis temperatures, as
reported in numerous previous studies [33,43,51,53,54]. This rise in C content at ele-
vated pyrolysis temperatures can be attributed to the decomposition of organics and the
volatilization of elements such as oxygen (O) and hydrogen (H). As pyrolysis temperature
increases, the release of organics, tars, and O-/H-containing surface functional groups
occurs at a higher rate, while C undergoes intensive thermal decomposition, resulting in
aromatization [32]. However, it should be noted that the influence of high pyrolysis tem-
perature on the C content of biochar varies depending on the feedstock type. For instance,
wood biochar exhibits a more significant increase in C content than corn stover biochar and
switchgrass biochar when exposed to high pyrolysis temperatures (>500 ◦C) [48], indicating
that a higher C content in biochar can be yielded from wood compared to corn stover and
switchgrass while considering the same energy expenditure.

2.2. H/C and O/C Atomic Ratios

As the pyrolysis temperature increases, there is a gradual removal of labile non-
carbonized organic matter from biochar due to more intensive thermal decomposition [32].
This process leads to the continuous deprivation of vulnerable elements such as O and H
through dehydration and decarboxylation [43]. Consequently, biochars with high thermal
stability exhibit low atomic ratios of H/C and O/C, indicating a high degree of carboniza-
tion and aromaticity [42,44]. The increased aromatic structure of biochar enhances its
resistance to chemical reactions and microbial degradations in soils, facilitated by the
formation of highly hydrophobic surfaces [55–57]. Therefore, the atomic ratios of H/C and
O/C are often used as indicators of biochar’s stability [56,58].

The H/C atomic ratio serves as an ideal indicator of biochar’s C structure, reflect-
ing the degree of unsaturation and the presence of C-C double bonds [48,59]. A H/C
atomic ratio below 0.7 signifies aromatic structures and distinguishes biochar from its
raw feedstock, while a ratio below 0.4 indicates high biochar stability and enhanced C
sequestration potential with reduced biochar deposition rates [53,56] (Figure 1). In addition,
the O/C atomic ratio is employed to classify C combustion residues, with graphite repre-
senting the most stable C form. Graphite lacks oxygen, typically having non-detectable
or less than 0.5% (w/w), indicating nearly oxygen-free C lattice structures [55,60]. In con-
trast, charcoal and char possess relic structures from untreated biomass, placing them
in the category of combustion residues. The threshold O/C ratio for differentiating be-
tween these thermal-chemical conversion products and biomass is 0.2, while the dividing
line between conversion products and biomass is set at 0.6 [60] (Figure 1). A previous
study proposed that biochars with an O/C atomic ratio < 0.2 were anticipated to exhibit
a half-life exceeding 1000 years. Biochars with an O/C ratio ranging from 0.2 to 0.6 were
found to have intermediate half-lives between 100 and 1000 years. In contrast, biochars
with an O/C ratio > 0.6 were likely to degrade by half in less than 100 years [60]. As
depicted in Table 1, the H/C atomic ratios of all biochars derived from various feedstocks at
600 ◦C were consistently below 0.4, with a significant number of these biochars exhibiting
an O/C ratio below 0.1. These findings demonstrate that higher pyrolysis temperatures are
conducive to the production of biochar with enhanced thermal and chemical stability.
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Figure 1. Spectrum and aromaticity of thermochemical biomass conversion products based on H/C
and O/C atomic ratios.

By plotting the H/C atomic ratio against the O/C atomic ratio, the van Krevelen
diagram can be constructed (Figure 2). Initially designed to visually represent the origin
and maturity of petroleum and coal, this diagram has found widespread application in
characterizing biochar [56]. It provides valuable insights into the evaluation of biomass
components as they undergo thermal decomposition. The variation in H/C and O/C
ratios in biochar serves as an indication of the chemical reaction pathways involved in
its production [61]. The decrease in H/C and O/C ratios with increasing temperature
indicates that the trajectory is linked to dehydration reactions [62]. With the exception
of biochars derived from algae and hydrochars with elevated H/C ratios, most biochars
exhibit a close correlation between H/C and O/C ratios, often following linear regression
patterns [61,63–65].
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The reduction of O and H levels through thermal treatment is essential to enhance
the fuel characteristics of solid fuels, as lower O and H content is desirable [66]. Figure 2
presents a comparison of the atomic ratios of biochars with those of fossil fuels and other
materials. The alterations in the H/C and O/C ratios primarily arise from decarbonylation
and dehydration reactions, leading to the elimination of volatile oxygenated compounds
that contain hydroxyl groups (–OH), such as acetic acid, methanol, and water [66,67].
The findings indicate that the majority of the biochars listed in Table 1 exhibit H/C and
O/C ratios that are either superior to or on par with those of fossil fuels, highlighting the
potential application of biochar as a sustainable alternative fuel source with improved
fuel characteristics [68]. The efficient reduction of volatile oxygenated compounds during
biochar production contributes to its energy densification [69], making it a promising option
for renewable energy generation and C-neutral fuel technologies.

The utilization of O/C and H/C ratios as indicators of biochar stability was facilitated
by the simplicity and cost-effectiveness of ultimate analysis [56]. The impacts of pyrolysis
temperature and duration on the aromaticity of biochar were verified through the analysis
of solid-state 13C NMR spectra. Figure 3 presents the spectra of biochars derived from
different feedstocks and pyrolyzed at various temperatures [70]. It was observed that
increasing the pyrolysis temperature beyond 400 ◦C led to a reduction in aliphatic carbon
content and a transformation of carbon compounds into predominantly poly-condensed
aromatic structures, as evidenced by a prominent peak at 130 ppm [70]. Furthermore,
at a temperature of 600 ◦C, the lignin signals completely disappeared. The elevation in
temperature also induced a significant shift in the aryl region, from 131 to 126 ppm. This
shift towards 126 ppm is characteristic of charred residues and indicates the formation
of polycyclic aromatic structures with lower hydrogen and oxygen substituents. These
modifications signify the conversion of labile compounds into environmentally recalcitrant
forms, which are more resistant to degradation.
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In order to establish a more precise and comprehensive model relationship, it is
advisable to conduct longer-term incubation experiments for investigating the dynamics
of O/C and H/C. By doing so, a more accurate understanding of biochar stability can be
attained, thereby facilitating the wider adoption and application of O/C and H/C analysis
in biochar research.

2.3. Fixed Carbon and Volatile Matter

The proximate analysis of biochar is a straightforward way to evaluate the product
distribution of biochar under specific heating conditions. The ASTM (American Society for
Testing and Materials) defines proximate analysis as the categorization of products into
four groups (Figure 4). These groups include: (1) moisture content (MC), (2) volatile matter
(VM), comprising the gases and vapors released during pyrolysis, (3) fixed carbon (FC),
which represents the non-volatile fraction of biochar, and (4) ash, the inorganic residue
remaining after combustion [71]. By measuring the weight difference before and after
heating at the specified temperature, the moisture, VM, and ash content of biochar can be
directly determined [71]. Utilizing a mass balance approach, the FC can be calculated by
subtracting the masses of the other three groups from the sample mass (Mbiochar) using
Equation (1) [71]:

FC =
Mbiochar − MC − VM − Ash

Mbiochar
× 100% (1)
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The measurement of FC through proximate analysis differs from the determination of
total C through ultimate analysis. Total C includes organic C that escapes as VM during
combustion. Thus, FC is closely associated with stable C content, highlighting its relevance
as an environmental indicator for biochar’s C negativity [72]. A higher FC yield indicates
greater potential for biochar as a climate change mitigation tool [43].

In contrast to FC, VM exhibits an inverse trend because increased VM emissions from
biochar correspond to a higher relative C content [73]. FC and VM values are utilized to
estimate the recalcitrant and labile fractions of biochar, respectively [40,72,73]. Additionally,
the ratios of VM/FC and VM/(FC + VM) serve as metrics for assessing biochar stability [73].
Recent cluster analysis suggests that proximate analysis could be an alternative to O/C
and H/C ratios in evaluating biochar stability [72]. Specifically, VM/(FC + VM) and
H/C were found to be mutually viable alternatives [72]. The cost-effective nature of FC
makes it a potential substitute for costly aromaticity measurements or time-consuming
stable C assessments, thereby enabling biochar stability determination. Scholars have
established a linear relationship (n = 207, R2 = 0.802) between O/C and VM/FC, which
classifies biochar stability into three categories based on the O/C threshold (O/C < 0.2,
0.2 < O/C < 0.6, O/C > 0.6) [73]. Although the relationship between stable C and O/C is
relatively weaker, most proxies exhibit correlations with O/C and can be employed for
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biochar stability assessment [73]. The associations between these proxies and H/C may be
closer to those with O/C, warranting further investigation.

It is worth noting that proximate analysis, conducted at extended durations and
specific temperatures (900 ◦C for VM and 750 ◦C for ash), may lead to an overestimation
of FC [74]. This is attributed to the potential underestimation of ash content due to the
volatilization of carbonates and some volatile compounds containing P, K, and S [69]. Other
factors such as heating rate and furnace reheating can also pose challenges in terms of
reproducibility and consistency [32].

2.4. Thermal Stability Indices

Py-GC–MS (pyrolysis-gas chromatography-mass spectrometry) is an analytical tech-
nique that combines the thermal degradation process of pyrolysis with the rapid and
real-time analysis provided by GC–MS [75,76]. This powerful method enables the anal-
ysis of vapors and gases generated during the pyrolysis of various samples, including
biochar [77]. The pyrolysis conditions employed in Py-GC–MS are more severe (e.g., uti-
lizing a pyrolysis temperature of 900 ◦C) compared to those typically chosen for biochar
production. The purpose is to produce distinctive molecular markers from biochar that can
be efficiently detected and analyzed by GC–MS [78].

The Thermal Stability Indices (TSIs) obtained through Py-GC-MS offer a valuable
means of assessing the stability of biochar [77]. To calculate the thermal stability index
(TSIp) of individual pyrolysis components, Principal Components Analysis is employed,
followed by rescaling the values to a dimensionless proxy ranging from 0 to 100 [79].
Subsequently, the TSI of the biochar (TSIb) is determined by multiplying the relative
abundance of each pyrolysis component (i) with its corresponding TSIp. The resulting
values are summed and divided by 100, thus scaling TSIb within the range of 0 to 100, as
illustrated by Equation (2).

Biochar’s TSIb can be calculated by multiplying the relative abundance of each py-
rolysis component (i) by its corresponding TSI of the pyrolysis component TSIp [79]. The
resulting values are summed and divided by 100, ensuring that TSIb is scaled within the
range of 0 to 100, as depicted in Equation (2).

TSIb = ∑n
i

[
(RP%)i × (TSI)pi

]
/100 (2)

where, TSIpi represents the thermal stability index and (RP%)i denotes the relative pro-
portion of a specific pyrolysis component (b), and the relative proportion of any indi-
vidual pyrolysis component (i), respectively, n is the number of components detected
by Py-GC-MS.

The exponential correlation between TSIp and the ratios of benzene to toluene, naph-
thalene to C1-naphthalenes, and stable polycyclic aromatic C to total organic carbon (TOC)
has been well-established [79]. The recently developed TSIp holds promise as an indicator
of biochar stability, potentially influencing its mineralization behavior when implemented
in the field [72]. However, the precise value of TSIp for biochar after its incorporation into
soil remains uncertain [79]. Additionally, the reliability of Py-GC–MS data may be limited
when analyzing highly carbonized biochars, as the peaks in the pyrolysates are barely
detectable [56,78]. To gain deeper insights into the highly thermal-stable fractions present
in biochars produced at higher temperatures, alternative techniques such as thermally
assisted hydrolysis or methylation–GC–MS could be explored [80–82]. These alternative
methods offer the potential to obtain more comprehensive information regarding the
composition and characteristics of biochars, particularly those produced under extreme
thermal conditions.

2.5. Recalcitrance Indices

The assessment of biochar stability can be achieved through thermal stability analysis,
which determines the fraction of C capable of withstanding thermal oxidation [32,55,79].
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Common techniques such as temperature-programmed oxidation using thermogravimetry
(TG) or thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) and differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) are
broadly employed to evaluate the oxidative stability of C materials [22,32,83]. During this
process, the biochar sample undergoes accelerated decomposition in an oxygen-containing
atmosphere, allowing for the measurement of its stability. This method is particularly
suitable for biochar stability evaluation, as it minimizes sample alteration at lower temper-
atures [56].

To quantify the thermal oxidative stability of biochar, the recalcitrance index (R50)
has been introduced based on temperature-programmed oxidation [84]. The R50 index
serves as a comparative indicator of stability in relation to graphite, offering insights into
the thermal behavior of biochar. It quantifies the temperature at which 50% of the biochar
undergoes oxidation or volatilization (T50,x) and relates it to the standardization factor T50,
graphite (T50 = 885 ◦C) [84]. This calculation, depicted in Equation (3), provides a relative
measure of biochar’s thermal stability.

R50 = T50, x/T50, graphite (3)

The values of T50,x and T50 are determined directly from TG thermograms after adjust-
ing for water and ash content using the approach previously described [84]. The R50 index
for graphite is assigned the highest value (R50 = 1), while biochars produced under different
conditions exhibit R50 values ranging from 0.37 to 0.61, with values positively correlated
with high-temperature treatment (HTT) [84]. Researchers have utilized the R50 index
to characterize biochar, observing R50 value ranges of 0.45–0.60 [85], 0.33–0.61 [86], and
0.41–0.83 [87]. Remarkably, there is a pronounced inverse exponential correlation between
the degradability of biochar (including both abiotic and biotic degradation) over a 1-year
incubation period and its resistance to thermal oxidation during thermal degradation [84].
Built upon this relationship, a classification of biochar based on R50 values has been pro-
posed: Class A represents the highest stability with R50 ≥ 0.70, Class B indicates lower
stability but is still significantly higher than Class C (R50 < 0.50), which resembles untreated
biomass [84].

Further modifications to the R50 assessment method have been explored, leading to the
introduction of a new index called “gained stability” (GS) to elucidate biochar stability [88].
The GS index is calculated using Equation (4), where R50,x, R50,CELL, and R50,PCELL represent
the R50 values of biochar, cellulose, and cellulose char produced at an HTT of 750 ◦C for
1 h, respectively [89].

GS = (R50,x − R50,CELL)/(R50,PCELL − R50,CELL) (4)

The “gained stability” index exhibits a strong correlation (R2 = 0.97) with the results
obtained from accelerated aging tests conducted using a previously depicted method [89].

During the analysis of R50 values for biochars obtained from various feedstocks at
different pyrolysis temperatures, Li and Chen (2018) observed significant inconsistencies
between the levels of biochar stability indicated by R50 values and those suggested by
alternative assessment methods, including proximate analysis (VM and FC), elemental
analysis (O/C and H/C), and surface functional groups (aromaticity) [32]. For instance, as
depicted in Figure 5a, the biosolid feedstock and the biosolid-derived biochar pyrolyzed at
400 ◦C exhibited the lowest T50 values, while the biochar produced at 600 ◦C displayed
the highest T50 value. Such T50 values, which relate to R50 values, demonstrated clear dis-
crepancies with the widely recognized trend of biochar stability, wherein higher pyrolysis
temperatures correspond to enhanced stability. Notably, R50 values failed to accurately
reflect the stability of biochars containing elevated levels of VM and ash, such as those
derived from biosolids.
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In their study, Li and Chen (2018) [32] employed multi-element scanning thermal
analysis (MESTA) [90] to characterize the cumulative emissions of CO2 as the temperature
ramped from 100 ◦C to 600 ◦C, as illustrated in Figure 5b. The cumulative CO2 emissions
were directly linked to C loss resulting from thermal decomposition. By adopting the
conceptual framework of R50, Li and Chen proposed a novel recalcitrance index, RC,50,
which could overcome the limitations associated with TGA-based methods [32]. As shown
in Figure 5b, the distribution of RC,50 values for the biosolid feedstock and its biochars
produced at varying temperatures demonstrated an upward trend of biochar stability with
increasing pyrolysis temperature, aligning with the widely accepted conclusion supported
by numerous studies [91–94].

2.6. Mean Residence Time

Unlike indirect assessment methods that rely on evaluating aromaticity, degree of
aromatic condensation, and oxidation resistance to determine biochar stability, biochar in-
cubation and modeling provide a direct approach to evaluating the stability of biochar [95].
Through this method, the longevity of tested biochar under specific incubation conditions
can be determined, often represented as a calculated value such as mean residence time
(MRT) based on the modeling of incubation data, specifically the rate of biochar C min-
eralization [96]. While obtaining the actual biochar stability by incubating biochar until
complete degradation and recording the degradation duration would provide the most
accurate assessment, the extended time required, often spanning hundreds of years, renders
it practically impossible. Existing biochar incubation experiments, excluding charcoal, have
only lasted up to a decade [97–99]. Therefore, employing biochar incubation data, including
the CO2 efflux generated from the degradation of biochar during incubation, and utilizing
this information to estimate a simulated degradation duration or MRT, offers a pragmatic
approach for evaluating the stability of biochar.

The determination of MRT for biochar often entails fitting mineralization data, such as
CO2 efflux, to exponential decay models. This involves calculating the reciprocal of the
decay rate [100]. Various models, including one-, double-, and three-pool models, have
been developed and employed for data fitting [95,101–103], depending on the assumed
number of carbon (C) pools within the biochar [16]. By fitting the mineralization data to
exponential decay models, specifically Equations (5) and (6), the MRT can be derived.
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Cr = ∑n
n=1

(
Cn × e−kn×t

)
(5)

∑n
n=1 Cn = C0 (6)

Cr denotes the remaining biochar C pool at time t, and C0 represents the initial biochar
C pool. Different values of Cn correspond to distinct initial biochar C pools, with n denoting
the number of assumed C pools (e.g., n = 1 for the one-pool model, n = 2 for the double-
pool model, and n = 3 for the three-pool model). Each decay rate (kn) associated with
the respective C pool can be used to calculate the corresponding MRT (MRT = 1/kn),
considering that different mineralization rates exist for various biochar C pools. It is
worth noting that the one-pool model, which assumes an average decay rate for all C
within the biochar, tends to underestimate the MRT [95]. Conversely, the double-pool
model, which assumes the presence of labile and stable C pools [95], is the most commonly
employed approach.

In the realm of biochar incubation and modeling, the evaluation of biochar stability
encompasses not only the calculation of MRT but also the utilization of half-life time (t1/2)
and Stable Carbon Protocol (BC+100) as alternative indicators. The half-life time can be
derived by multiplying the MRT by the natural logarithm of 2, as shown by Equation (7). On
the other hand, BC+100 refers to the percentage of biochar C predicted to remain stable for
over 100 years and can be estimated based on the ratio between hydrogen (H) and oxidizable
organic carbon (OOC) following Equation (8). These parameters offer valuable insights
into the persistence and degradation behavior of biochar under incubation conditions.

t1/2 = MRT × ln2 (7)

BC+100 = 1.05 − 0.616 ×
(

H
OOC

)
(8)

The utilization of BC+100 as a parameter offers a valuable approach to establishing rela-
tionships between biochar properties and stability. This framework enables the convenient
use of biochar properties, such as proximate analysis results, as proxies to assess biochar
stability. For instance, the threshold lines of H/OOC < 0.4 and 0.4 < H/OOC < 0.7 indicate
that 70% (BC+100 value, “highly stable”) and 50% (BC+100 value, “stable”) of biochar C
would remain stable in the soil after 100 years, respectively [104].

2.7. Other Physicochemical Properties and Parameters Relevant to Carbon Sequestration

Several other physicochemical properties and parameters of biochar, encompassing
particle size, surface area, porosity, pore size distribution, pH, and cation exchange capacity
(CEC), play a crucial role and indirectly affect its potential for C sequestration.

2.7.1. Particle Size and Surface Area

The C sequestration potential of biochar is significantly influenced by its particle size
and surface area. Smaller particle sizes (diameter of less than 0.045 mm) and larger surface
areas (exceeding 100 m2/g) offer numerous advantages. Initially, reducing the particle size
enhances the contact area between the biochar and its surrounding environment, facilitating
the interaction and adsorption of GHGs such as CO2, CH4, and N2O [17]. This improved
contact allows for more efficient capture and retention of C within the biochar structure.
Recent research conducted on biochar derived from various-sized Camellia oleifera fruit
shells demonstrated that the smallest shell sizes (ranging from 0.5 to 2 mm) were associated
with the lowest CO2 and N2O emission rates [105]. Larger particles (2–5 mm or 5–10 mm)
generally have a lower surface area-to-volume ratio, which can limit microbial accessibility
and subsequent degradation. Therefore, larger biochar particles may exhibit reduced CO2
efflux due to decreased microbial activity and slower decomposition rates.
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Moreover, biochars with increased surface areas have greater numbers of binding
sites for organic C molecules, thereby enhancing their C sequestration capacity [106]. This
augmented surface area enables a higher degree of organic matter adsorption, effectively
transforming the biochar into a C reservoir within the soil [107]. Additionally, the surface
area of the biochar exerts an influence on microbial activity and nutrient cycling in the
soil. Soil microorganisms can attach themselves to the biochar surface, leading to enhanced
microbial colonization and activity [108]. This microbial activity contributes to the de-
composition of organics and the formation of stable C compounds, thereby promoting
long-term C sequestration [109].

However, it is important to consider the interaction between biochar and soil microbial
activities in relation to soil characteristics. An intriguing finding from a recent meta-analysis
indicates that the incorporation of biochar into sandy soils exerts a substantial impact on
the mineralization of soil organic matter (SOM), resulting in a remarkable stimulation
of approximately 20.8% [96]. It is interesting to note that biochar application can lead to
increases in indigenous SOM in many soil types [110]. Biochar can act as a substrate and
provide a habitat for microorganisms, enhancing their activity and promoting the decompo-
sition of organic matter [111]. This can result in the stimulation of microbial communities
and an increase in SOM turnover rates, leading to greater soil carbon mineralization [111].
However, in sandy soils, which typically have lower organic matter content and limited
water and nutrient-holding capacity, the introduction of biochar may alter the microbial
dynamics in ways that could promote the biological oxidation of SOM [112]. The increased
availability of labile carbon from biochar can potentially fuel microbial activity, leading
to accelerated decomposition of both biochar and indigenous organic matter [112]. These
findings emphasize the importance of considering soil type and its specific characteristics
when assessing the impact of biochar on indigenous SOM. It also highlights the need for
site-specific studies to understand the interactions between biochar, soil properties, and
microbial processes in different soil types. To fully comprehend the intricate dynamics
at play, additional exploration is warranted into the interplay between abiotic and biotic
processes, as well as the specific properties of both biochar and soils, which collectively
shape the decomposition of biochar.

2.7.2. Porosity and Pore Size Distribution

Porosity in biochar refers to the extent of empty spaces or pores within its struc-
ture, whereas pore size distribution pertains to the range of pore sizes present. These
characteristics hold significant implications for C sequestration.

The presence of high porosity in biochar offers several advantages for C sequestration.
Firstly, it amplifies the available surface area for interactions with C-containing compounds,
facilitating the adsorption and retention of C [113]. This ability transforms biochar into
a reservoir for organic C within the soil. Secondly, the porous nature of biochar creates
habitats and colonization sites for beneficial microorganisms [114].

Pore size distribution within biochar further contributes to its C sequestration po-
tential. Distinct pore sizes accommodate the adsorption of different compounds and
molecules [115]. Micropores, characterized by diameters below 2 nm, exhibit exceptional
proficiency in adsorbing GHGs like CO2, CH4, and N2O [115]. Mesopores, ranging from
2 to 50 nm, facilitate the adsorption of water, organic matter, and nutrients [116]. The ability
to hold water and preserve dissolved organic C enhances the stability and persistence
of C within the soil [117]. Furthermore, mesopores create favorable conditions for the
colonization of beneficial microorganisms, thereby promoting their activity and enriching
soil C cycling processes [108]. Macropores, exceeding 50 nm in diameter, enable the move-
ment of air, water, and nutrients throughout the soil profile. Improved soil aeration and
water infiltration consequentially benefit plant growth and microbial activity, indirectly
influencing C sequestration processes [118].

The combination of these varied pore sizes within biochar optimizes the efficient
capture, retention, and cycling of C within the soil ecosystem. It facilitates the adsorption
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of GHGs, provides a conducive habitat for beneficial microorganisms, and contributes to
the long-term stability of C compounds.

2.7.3. Biochar pH and Cation Exchange Capacity (CEC)

The pH and cation exchange capacity (CEC) of biochar have a profound influence on
its interactions with the soil environment, organics, and plants. The soil pH is an important
factor affecting C dynamics in the soil, while CEC refers to the ability to attract, retain,
and exchange cations (positively charged ions) with the surrounding soil environment.
Biochar typically exhibits high pH values, commonly exceeding 8.0, indicating its alkaline
nature [43,119]. Meanwhile, the incorporation of biochar into soils has been shown to
substantially increase the CEC of the amended soils [114,120]. These elevated alkalinity and
CEC levels in soils exert noteworthy impacts on soil properties and processes associated
with C sequestration.

One of the key mechanisms by which biochar pH influences C sequestration is through
its impact on soil microbial activity [121]. Soil microorganisms play a crucial role in the de-
composition of organics and the cycling of C in the ecosystem [108]. The pH of biochar can
influence the composition and activity of microbial communities in the soil [108]. Alkaline
biochar can create an environment that favors certain microbial populations, leading to
changes in the decomposition rates of organics and the stabilization of C compounds [108].
This can result in enhanced C sequestration over time. As an example, a recent field
study demonstrated a reduction or similarity in soil microbial activity and abundance
across the majority of biochar-amended field sites. This was evident through a decrease in
dehydrogenase activity and a lower rate of C mineralization [111].

Furthermore, the pH of biochar can influence nutrient availability and uptake by
plants [122,123]. Alkaline biochar can increase the pH of acidic soils, making them more
favorable for plant growth [122,123]. This can lead to increased biomass production, which
in turn contributes to higher C sequestration through enhanced plant C inputs into the
soil [124].

It is worth noting that the specific effects of biochar pH on C sequestration can vary
depending on the characteristics of the soil and the biochar itself [109]. Different soil types
and biochar feedstocks can exhibit varying responses to changes in pH [108,114]. Therefore,
it is essential to consider the interactions between biochar pH, soil properties, and specific
environmental conditions in order to fully understand and harness the potential of biochar
for C sequestration.

3. Mechanisms of Biochar for Carbon Sequestration

Biochar’s effects on C sequestration are multifaceted and involve several intercon-
nected mechanisms, as shown in Figure 6. Each mechanism contributes to the overall
process of soil C sequestration, and their combined effects result in enhanced C storage in
the soil.
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3.1. Increased Soil Organic Carbon (SOC) Input

When biochar is added to the soil, it acts as a stable form of C, providing a long-term
source of organic C [96]. Biochar’s resistance to decomposition allows it to persist in the soil
for extended periods, effectively increasing the overall input of SOC [55]. By conducting
an extensive four-year field study in north China, along with controlled laboratory incu-
bation experiments manipulating moisture and temperature, scientists have uncovered
significant insights into the influence of biochar incorporation on SOC sequestration. The
combination of long-term field observations and controlled conditions in the laboratory
has provided valuable findings concerning the effects of biochar addition on the stor-
age of SOC [125]. The results demonstrated that the incorporation of biochar resulted in
a substantial increase in average annual SOC sequestration rates, ranging from 31.8% to
47.8% (equivalent to 369.8–556.6 kg ha−1 yr−1), ultimately leading to a higher C stock
compared to the control group.

However, it is important to note that the study also revealed an increase in the temporal
variability of SOC due to biochar addition. This variability stemmed from the heightened
sensitivity of SOC mineralization to temperature fluctuations in the 0–10 cm layer and
moisture variations in the 10–20 cm layer, thus imposing limitations on the full potential of
SOC sequestration. To ensure an optimal and cost-effective approach, the study suggests
that biochar addition should be carefully controlled within a specific rate range of 1.8 to
3.6 t ha−1 yr−1 for the studied region in the North China Plain. This range allows for the
balanced consideration of SOC sequestration benefits while mitigating potential drawbacks
associated with increased temporal variability. These findings shed light on the effectiveness
of biochar as a soil amendment for enhancing SOC sequestration, while emphasizing the
need for region-specific management strategies to achieve optimal outcomes in terms of C
sequestration and overall soil health.

3.2. Protection against Microbial Decomposition

Biochar plays a crucial role in physically safeguarding labile organic C, including rhi-
zodeposits and microbial necromass, against microbial decomposition [30]. Its recalcitrant
structure and remarkable stability form a protective barrier that shields the embedded
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organic C from microbial activity [126]. This protective function significantly reduces
the rate of C mineralization, thus accumulating SOC as a result [111]. In a recent study
conducted in a bamboo plantation, the application of biochar demonstrated notable effects
compared to the control group. It led to a significant increase in aromatic C content and
RubisCO enzyme activity, while simultaneously reducing β-glucosidase and cellobiohydro-
lase (CBH) activities [127]. Moreover, there was a positive correlation (p < 0.01) between
soil heterotrophic respiration and β-glucosidase and CBH activities, whereas a negative
correlation (p < 0.05) was observed with RubisCO enzyme activity. Structural equation
modeling further revealed that biochar influenced heterotrophic respiration by increas-
ing the proportion of the recalcitrant soil C fraction and decreasing β-glucosidase and
CBH activities that were associated with carbohydrate and cellulose decomposition in the
soil [127].

Furthermore, a recently published field study demonstrated that the mineralization
of native SOC in the soil was mitigated by 18% after two rounds of biochar applications
spanning a decade [30]. This effect was attributed to the reduced specific enzyme activities
resulting from the protective shielding provided by biochar [111]. On a global scale, it has
been estimated that the preservation and restoration of soil C could sequester approximately
5.5 Pg of CO2 annually, representing 25% of the potential of natural climate solutions for
C dioxide removal through conservation, restoration, and improved land management
practices [128].

These findings underscore the significant role of biochar in physically protecting labile
organic C from microbial decomposition, leading to enhanced SOC accumulation. The use
of biochar as a soil amendment holds immense potential for climate change mitigation and
the adoption of sustainable land management practices on a global scale.

3.3. Enhanced Soil Aggregation

Biochar exhibits the remarkable ability to enhance soil aggregation, the process of
forming cohesive soil aggregates or clumps [129]. The porous nature of biochar provides
favorable habitats for beneficial soil microorganisms, fostering their activity and contribu-
tion to the formation of stable soil aggregates [130]. These aggregates serve as a protective
environment for SOC, effectively impeding its decomposition and facilitating its long-term
sequestration [31].

In order to explore the impact of pre-existing soil organic matter on the stability
of biochar in comparison to labile organic additions, a comprehensive study was con-
ducted [131]. The findings revealed that the application of biochar resulted in a significant
27% reduction in the rate of CO2-C loss [131]. Intriguingly, a considerably higher propor-
tion of carbon (6.8 times) was discovered in the intra-aggregate fraction per unit of respired
carbon, indicating a more efficient mechanism of stabilization in addition to the inherent
chemical recalcitrance of biochar [131]. Fourier-transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy
analysis unveiled that in soils with limited soil organic carbon (SOC) content, the appli-
cation of biochar led to the enrichment of aromatic-C, carboxyl-C, and traces of ketones
and esters. These transformations were primarily observed within unprotected organic
matter and aggregates [131]. These results provide compelling evidence that biochar not
only exhibits superior stability but also outperforms labile organic matter additions, such
as green manure, in terms of effective carbon stabilization [131].

Another study employed quantitative evaluations to assess the impact of biochar on
aggregate stability in simplified soil systems [132]. Over a two-year field study, it was
observed that soil aggregate stability increased with the rate of biochar application [132].
Theoretical calculations indicated that both electrostatic repulsion and van der Waals
attraction forces increased upon biochar incorporation, while the net pressure of soil
internal forces decreased [129]. The observed soil aggregate stability aligned well with
the predictions of the theoretical calculations [129]. The introduction of biochar reduced
the net pressure of soil internal forces, thereby stabilizing the soil aggregates [31,133].
This study, utilizing a mono-cationic model system, provides valuable insights into the
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intricate mechanisms underlying the interaction between biochar and minerals within soil
systems [129].

It is important to note that the interactions between added biochar and different
soil types and structures may yield contrasting effects and warrant further investigation.
Diverse outcomes were observed when varying quantities of biochar were applied to
different soil types, yielding distinct effects on wet aggregate stability [134]. In sandy loam
soils, the addition of biochar increased the soil surface area, compensating for the initially
low SOC content and thereby facilitating SOC-controlled aggregation [134]. Conversely, in
clay soil, a higher dosage of biochar (40 t ha−1) amplified repulsive forces among particles
carrying the same charge and monovalent cations. This led to chemical disturbances and
some breakdown of aggregates, which was not observed with the lower dosage of biochar
(20 t ha−1) [134]. Moreover, the pore structure within clay aggregates was altered, exhibiting
a shift towards an increased presence of micropores (30–5 µm, increased by 29% compared
to the control) and ultramicropores (5–0.1 µm, increased by 22% compared to the control)
upon biochar addition, which contributed to aggregate stabilization [134]. Collectively,
these results emphasize the positive influence of biochar on aggregate stability, thereby
enhancing the physical fertility of soils, particularly those characterized by a coarse texture
and low organic C content.

3.4. Increased Water and Nutrient Retention

Biochar has a high CEC and moderate alkalinity, allowing it to attract and retain water
and nutrients (particularly N and K) in the soil [17,33]. By retaining water and nutrients
such as nitrogen and phosphorus, biochar facilitates improved nutrient availability for
plants, thus reducing the risk of nutrient loss from the soil system [123,124]. This also leads
to increased plant growth and productivity, which in turn promotes the input of organic
C into the soil through root exudates, rhizodeposition, and plant residues [122,135]. The
additional C inputs into the soil contribute to the accumulation of SOC over time.

The increased water retention capacity of biochar creates favorable conditions for the
decomposition of organic matter [109]. By maintaining higher soil moisture levels, biochar
can promote the activity of soil microorganisms involved in organic matter decomposition
and nutrient cycling [108]. Over the course of a ten-year field experiment, it was observed
that the application of biochar resulted in significant improvements in soil C content. The
addition of biochar led to an increase in the soil’s inorganic C content ranging from 3.2% to
24.3%. Furthermore, there was a substantial enhancement in the soil organic carbon (SOC)
content, ranging from 15.8% to 82.2% [136]. These findings highlight the effectiveness of
biochar in promoting C sequestration in the soil, underscoring its potential as a valuable
strategy for mitigating C dioxide emissions and enhancing soil fertility.

3.5. Altered Soil Microbial Community

The impact of biochar on the soil microbial community is a critical determinant
in soil C sequestration processes. Biochar possesses the capacity to shape and modify
the composition and activity of soil microbial populations, thereby exerting a profound
influence on C dynamics within the soil matrix.

Primarily, biochar functions as a habitat and substrate for beneficial microorganisms,
capitalizing on its porous structure to foster microbial colonization and stimulate their
growth and metabolic activity [137]. These microorganisms, encompassing bacteria and
fungi, engage in intricate interactions with organic matter, orchestrating its decomposition
and the subsequent transformation of C compounds within the soil [108]. A comprehensive
four-year field investigation revealed that biochar application engendered notable incre-
ments in SOC content and the recalcitrant organic C fraction, ranging from 11.02% to 22.13%
and 18.41% to 32.31%, respectively, at biochar application rates of 6 and 12 t ha−1 [138].
Remarkably, the augmented proportion of the recalcitrant organic C fraction surpassed that
of SOC [138]. Simultaneously, biochar application induced a reduction in bacterial abun-
dance by 9.25% to 35.77% while exerting an impact on bacterial community structure by
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enhancing the relative abundance of Chloroflexi phylum, known for its low C mineralization
rate and potent C fixation capabilities. Dissolved organic C emerged as a pivotal factor
influencing bacterial abundance and community structure [138]. In contrast, the addition
of 12 t ha−1 of biochar resulted in a reduction of fungal diversity by 12.45%, accompanied
by notable changes in the composition of the fungal community. Specifically, the relative
abundances of the Sordariomycetes and Tremellomycetes classes were amplified, favoring the
formation of SOC. This alteration in fungal community structure highlights the potential
role of these specific fungal groups in facilitating SOC accumulation through their inter-
actions with biochar [138]. By promoting the growth of these beneficial microorganisms,
biochar indirectly facilitated the formation of stable C compounds, thereby augmenting the
process of C sequestration.

Biochar amendments possess the capacity to modify enzymatic activity through their
influence on microbial community composition and metabolic processes, thereby instigat-
ing alterations in the rates of organic matter decomposition and subsequent C sequestration.
A recent study demonstrated that the application of biochar, derived from invasive weeds
and prepared at 450 ◦C, at reclaimed coal mine sites resulted in a significant increase in the
geometric mean of enzymatic activity index by 37.9% and 75.8% at biochar application rates
of 10 and 20 t ha−1, respectively, signifying improved microbial activities [139]. Moreover,
at an application rate of 20 t ha−1, the soil exhibited significantly higher recalcitrant C
content, indicative of a greater potential for C sequestration through biochar application.
Additionally, total C stock demonstrated increments of 13% and 91% at biochar application
rates of 10 and 20 t ha−1, respectively, with CO2 sequestration increasing by 13% and 91%
at the corresponding biochar application rates [139].

3.6. Stablization of Labile Carbon

The non-stable fraction of biochar holds significant importance alongside its stable
counterpart, and there are two key reasons for this. Firstly, the labile fraction that emerges
from biochar during its storage in the soil is highly likely to influence microbial activity,
thereby impacting the overall functioning of the soil system, including the equilibrium
of indigenous labile carbon pools [112]. This highlights the dynamic nature of biochar’s
labile fraction and its potential to influence soil processes. Secondly, the non-stable fraction,
particularly its less labile component, has the potential for further stabilization, thereby
contributing to an increased yield of the stable biochar fraction [92]. This implies that even
the non-stable fraction of biochar can play a role in long-term carbon sequestration by
transitioning into a more stable form over time.

Biochar plays a crucial role in stabilizing labile or easily decomposable C compounds
in the soil, thereby facilitating long-term C sequestration [131,140]. While carbon miner-
alization rates were frequently observed to be higher in soil amended with biochar, it is
important to note that this increase was primarily attributed to the rapid utilization of
a relatively small labile fraction within the biochar itself [141]. It is crucial to emphasize
that biochar did not induce priming effects leading to the accelerated decomposition or
loss of native soil organic matter. On the contrary, there were instances where negative
priming occurred, resulting in lower rates of carbon mineralization in biochar-amended
soil [19,103]. This phenomenon can be attributed to the stabilization of labile soil carbon
through the presence of biochar.

Biochar accomplishes the stabilization of labile carbon through several key mecha-
nisms. Firstly, biochar possesses a recalcitrant and stable structure that acts as a physical
barrier, safeguarding labile C from microbial decomposition [142]. The porous nature of
biochar provides a protective environment, slowing down the rate of C mineralization and
prolonging the residence time of labile C in the soil [111]. Secondly, biochar exhibits a high
surface area and has the ability to adsorb organic compounds [109]. Labile C molecules
can attach to the surface of biochar particles, forming stable associations that reduce their
susceptibility to microbial degradation [140]. This sorption mechanism effectively retains
labile C in the soil, impeding its rapid decomposition. Furthermore, as mentioned earlier,
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biochar’s impact on chemical interactions, aggregate formation, and alterations in the micro-
bial community also contribute to the stabilization of labile C in the soil [108,117,134]. These
processes lead to the formation of more stable C compounds, augmenting the sequestration
of labile C.

Overall, biochar’s ability to physically protect labile C, its adsorption capacity, and
its influence on chemical interactions, aggregate formation, and microbial communities
collectively contribute to the stabilization of labile C in the soil, fostering long-term C
sequestration. It is worth noting that the specific mechanisms and their relative importance
in soil C sequestration can vary depending on factors such as biochar properties, soil type,
climate conditions, and land management practices.

4. Current Challenges and Limitations
4.1. Feedstock Availability and Sustainability

The production of biochar necessitates a consistent supply of biomass feedstock. How-
ever, guaranteeing a sustainable and adequate feedstock supply can prove challenging, par-
ticularly when considering large-scale biochar applications. Emphasizing environmentally
friendly feedstock sources that do not compete with food production or harm ecosystems
is of utmost importance. Recent research delved into the viability of various feedstocks
for biochar production, including grape residues, distillers grains, sugarcane residues,
palm oil residues, apple pomace, and sawdust [143]. Notably, agricultural residues yielded
higher biochar yields than forestry residues. Out of all the agricultural residues examined,
grape residues displayed the most favorable biochar yields, showcasing their potential as
a viable biomass source for biochar production. Conversely, apple pomace and palm oil
fiber yielded the lowest quantities of biochar, indicating their limited suitability for large-
scale biochar production [143]. The study further revealed that to achieve a self-sustaining
process that generates biochars with optimal physicochemical properties and reasonable
yields, biochar production is best performed at temperatures ranging from 450 to 550 ◦C
and vapor residence times ranging from 2 to 5 s, achieved by burning the product gases
and part of the bio-oil vapors [143].

From an economic standpoint, biochar production demonstrates sustainable strength
considering the abundance in both forest and agricultural residues [43,86,127], enabling
the utilization of biochars derived from wood residues with their potential for higher
heating value and application in metallurgical and power generation contexts [45,50], along
with the reduction of on-site CO2 emissions [23,105]. Similarly, biochars derived from
agricultural residues possess selective physicochemical characteristics and higher plant nu-
trients, facilitating improved nutrient recovery, nutrient use efficiency, and environmental
applications [24,69]. Furthermore, establishing a sustainable biomass supply chain from
the biomass supply location to the biomass conversion site necessitates thorough analysis
and strategic assurance.

Typically, the effectiveness and applicability of biochar can be influenced by a range
of inorganic and organic pollutants, encompassing heavy metals, polycyclic aromatic hy-
drocarbons (PAHs), polychlorinated biphenols (PCBs), dioxins, and furans [38,46,144].
As a result, when utilizing biochar, concerns arise regarding the environmental impact
associated with emissions (during ironmaking and energy generation), the mobility and
bioavailability of potentially toxic elements (PTEs), and the leaching of these elements
during activities such as soil improvement and pollutant reduction [145]. In the case of
biochar produced at higher temperatures, the concerns related to toxicity are comparatively
diminished. This is attributed to the decreased volatility of PTEs within biochar and their
concentration in the residual ash, which differs from the elevated emissions often associated
with coal or coke conversion processes utilized in ironmaking [144,146]. Additionally, the
leaching and bioavailability of toxic trace elements in biochar are less likely, especially
in cases of higher pH [39], which are generally alkaline for most biochar instances, ren-
dering trace elements immobile. However, the mobility of oxyanions cannot be entirely
discounted [147].
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At elevated pyrolysis temperatures (>650 ◦C), the formation of PAHs is attributed to
two primary mechanisms: Diels–Alder-type reactions and the deoxygenation of oxygenated
aromatic compounds [148]. It is highly influenced by factors such as pyrolysis tempera-
ture, gas phase residence time, and the composition of the material being pyrolyzed [149].
Studies have shown that PAH yields from the secondary gas-phase pyrolysis of various
biomass-derived tars, including cellulose, glucose, pectin, and chlorogenic acid, increase as
the pyrolysis temperature and gas-phase residence time increase [150,151]. Conversely, at
lower pyrolysis temperatures (400–600 ◦C), PAH formation is believed to occur through
a carbonization process [152]. In this process, the solid char residue undergoes chemical
transformations and rearrangements, leading to the formation of more condensed poly-
cyclic aromatic structures. This transformation involves a series of reactions, including
dehydration, decarbonylation, decarboxylation, dehydrogenation, and cross-linking [152].
As the temperature of the char increases from 300 to 650 ◦C, polycyclic aromatic compounds
are generated and subsequently released from the solid char residue into the gas phase. The
evolution profiles of PAHs from the solid residue suggest that smaller PAHs with 2–3 rings
are released from the char first, reaching their maximum concentration at a slightly lower
temperature compared to larger PAHs with 4–5 rings [152]. In addition to PAH formation,
the concentration of PAHs in biochar is also influenced by vaporization. Interestingly,
both of these mechanisms, PAH formation and vaporization, are enhanced with increasing
pyrolysis temperature [153]. As the pyrolysis temperature rises, the formation of PAHs
generally increases due to the more favorable conditions for their generation. However,
at the same time, the elevated temperature can lead to increased vaporization of PAHs
from the biochar [153]. This interplay between the two mechanisms may explain the lack
of a consistent trend in PAH content in biochar with temperature reported in the literature.
Nonetheless, further research is needed on this front, as comprehensive systematic studies,
particularly regarding the occurrence modes, total concentrations, behavior, and fate of
hazardous contaminants in biochar, along with their chemical speciation or sequential
extraction, are scarce.

To mitigate the environmental and health impacts associated with the release of
harmful gases during the pyrolysis processes for biochar production, it is crucial to adopt
appropriate pyrolysis techniques and technologies. One such example is the use of retort
kilns, which have been reported to significantly reduce the emissions of products of in-
complete combustion. Retort kilns operate by recirculating and combusting the pyrolysis
gases internally, thereby lowering harmful emissions. Additionally, the heat generated in
this process can sustain the pyrolysis process without relying on heat from the feedstock
itself [154]. Furthermore, the implementation of advanced emission control systems, such
as scrubbers and filters, can play a vital role in capturing and treating harmful gases before
their release into the atmosphere [155]. These systems effectively remove pollutants and
particulate matter, contributing to improved air quality and minimizing the environmental
impact of biochar production.

To ensure the long-term sustainability of biochar production, ongoing research and
the implementation of strategies to minimize the release of harmful gases are crucial. It
is imperative to explore and develop more sustainable biochar production methods that
prioritize both environmental and human well-being. This can involve continuous ad-
vancements in pyrolysis technologies [52,66], the use of renewable energy sources for
heat generation [156,157], and the development of comprehensive emission control mea-
sures [158]. By adopting these strategies and investing in research and development, the
biochar industry can significantly reduce its environmental footprint and contribute to
a more sustainable and responsible approach to carbon sequestration. The ongoing commit-
ment to minimizing harmful emissions from biochar production will support the broader
goal of mitigating climate change and safeguarding human health.
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4.2. Production Costs, Prices, and Scalability

Biochar production encompasses various processes, including feedstock collection, py-
rolysis, and conditioning. These processes can be resource-intensive and costly, impacting
the economic viability of large-scale biochar production and application. Therefore, it is
crucial to explore cost-effective and scalable production methods to make biochar a feasible
option for widespread C sequestration endeavors.

The cost of biochar production plays a pivotal role in its marketing and application.
When biochar is the primary product, its cost must cover operating expenses such as
production, maintenance, feedstock, transport, labor, distribution, and other costs to ensure
long-term business sustainability [159]. In some cases, biochar may be a by-product derived
from processes aimed at enhancing existing agricultural or land management operations,
as well as heating systems. Currently, there is no significant industrial biochar market
that provides comprehensive data on biochar prices and costs. Market prices of biochar
have been reported by commercial companies either based on mass or volume. Globally,
the average price for biochar was $2.65 per kg, ranging from as low as $0.09 per kg in the
Philippines to as high as $8.85 per kg in the UK [159]. For blended biochars, the mean price
was $3.29 per kg, with a range of $0.08 per kg in India to $13.48 per kg in the US [159].
Thus, the market price of biochars exhibits significant variability depending on the origin of
biochar production sites [160]. The collection of current biochar prices involved gathering
data from companies across different countries and converting them to US dollars per kg.
The dataset included 14 data points on commercial biochar prices, which ranged from
$0.8 to $18 per kg [159]. Interestingly, the literature sources reported significantly lower
prices, as low as $0.05 per kg, but these values were excluded from the study. Based on the
available data, the average cost of biochar was estimated to be around $5.0 per kg [144].
However, to gain a deeper understanding of the pricing dynamics, it is necessary to conduct
further investigations into the specific types of biochar and the distribution of price points.

Biochar-based carbon management networks (CMNs) provide a promising solution to
achieve negative net GHG emissions [161]. These networks capitalize on established tech-
nologies for biochar production, distribution, and application, specifically through tillage
practices. This makes them particularly advantageous for scaling up biochar utilization
in agriculture-intensive economies, especially in developing countries. By incorporating
biochar into existing agricultural systems, CMNs offer a viable pathway towards near-
term GHG emissions reduction and contribute to sustainable climate change mitigation
efforts [160]. To optimize the characteristics and applications of biochar, it is essential
to select appropriate feedstocks and related biochar properties that align with specific
applications [23,26].

The effectiveness of biochar-based negative emissions technologies heavily relies on
our capacity to precisely forecast, optimize, and track the real climate change mitigation
advantages [161]. To achieve maximum GHG reductions while minimizing any potential
negative environmental consequences, computer-aided planning of biochar-based carbon
management networks (CMNs) becomes crucial [161]. By integrating biochar applications
into CMNs, which function as integrated systems akin to existing agro-industrial supply
chains, the benefits of biochar on the soil can be optimized to enhance carbon stocks. Ac-
cording to Woolf et al. (2010), biochar-based CMNs have the potential to reduce emissions
by a substantial 130 Gt CO2 eq until 2100. The study suggests that approximately 60% of
this reduction is attributed to direct carbon storage, while the remaining contribution arises
from the beneficial secondary effects previously mentioned [162]. However, it is important
to note that this estimate represents an optimistic upper limit and may not fully account for
local conditions that could impose limitations on the utilization of biochar. Thus, further
research is needed to assess the practical implications and potential challenges associated
with implementing biochar-based CMNs in specific contexts. Conversely, McLaren esti-
mated the annual emissions reduction potential of biochar-based CMNs to be 0.9–3.0 Gt
CO2 per year, with costs ranging from $8 to $300 per ton of CO2 [163]. Such models can
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assist decision-makers in understanding and optimizing the cost-benefit aspects of these
systems to expedite their commercial deployment.

4.3. Carbon Stability and Persistence

While biochar is recognized for its capacity to sequester C over extended periods,
the stability and persistence of C within biochar-amended soils can exhibit variability
influenced by soil conditions, climate, and biochar characteristics. Maximizing the long-
term stability of sequestered C is essential to optimize the effectiveness of biochar as a C
mitigation strategy.

A recent investigation conducted in Belgium discovered arable fields (n = 5) featuring
charcoal-enriched black spots (>50 m2; n = 14) that date back to over 150 years ago from
historical charcoal production mound kilns [164]. Isotope analysis of the soil indicated
that the maize-derived C concentration was significantly greater in charcoal-amended sam-
ples (0.44%) compared to the unamended neighboring soils (0.31%, p = 0.02) [164]. Over
a 130-day period, it was observed that the C emissions from soils applied with maize-
derived biochars significantly decreased by approximately half (p < 0.02). Stable C was
found to be proportionally more present in protected soil aggregates in the presence of
biochar [164]. The reduced specific mineralization and enhanced sequestration of re-
cent C associated with biochar can be attributed to a combination of physical protection,
microbial community C saturation, and potentially marginally higher annual primary
production [111,138,163]. Altogether, this study provides compelling evidence of biochar’s
potential to enhance long-term C sequestration in soils by reducing C turnover.

Numerous studies have indicated that biochar-C stabilization occurs swiftly at high
pyrolysis temperatures due to the interaction with variable charge minerals in the soil. For
instance, an incubation experiment assessing MRTs of woody biochars revealed that the
biochar pyrolyzed at 450 ◦C exhibited an MRT of 44 years, while the biochar pyrolyzed
at 550 ◦C had an MRT of 610 years [141]. However, it is important to recognize that the
effects of biochar on soil C sequestration cannot be uniformly generalized, as they depend
on specific biochar properties, plant interactions, and site conditions. Currently, no meta-
analyses have been reported that comprehensively analyze the impacts of biochar on soil
C sequestration. For climate change mitigation through C sequestration to be effective,
there must be a net removal of C from the atmosphere and its long-term storage in soil
for several centuries to millennia. Deeper soil layers exhibit SOC with extended turnover
times, enhanced stabilization mechanisms, and reduced susceptibility to decomposition
and erosion. Interestingly, certain studies have even observed preferential accumulation of
biochar C at greater depths over the long term. Therefore, it is hypothesized that surface
application of biochar C (1) should be able to migrate to subsoil layers and (2) contribute
to the deepening of SOC distribution, thereby making a notable contribution to climate
change mitigation. To advance our understanding, detailed investigations are required to
elucidate the mechanisms by which surface-applied biochar can be transported to deeper
soil depths and how its application influences the input of organic C to these lower layers.
Armed with this knowledge, biochar systems can be intentionally designed to maximize
climate change mitigation through SOC sequestration.

4.4. Soil and Environmental Interactions

Biochar application can affect soil properties, nutrient dynamics, and microbial com-
munities. However, the effects of biochar on these factors are intricate and multifaceted,
with significant variability depending on various factors such as soil type, climate condi-
tions, and specific biochar characteristics.

Numerous studies have been conducted to explore these aspects, shedding light on
the complex relationship between biochar and soil processes. It has been observed that
different soil types can display distinct responses to biochar amendments. For example,
a study investigated the effects of biochar on soil greenhouse gas emissions across di-
verse soil types and revealed that biochar application significantly reduced nitrous oxide
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emissions in sandy soil, whereas no significant effect was observed in clay soil [21]. This
indicates that soil texture and composition play a pivotal role in determining the effective-
ness of biochar in mitigating greenhouse gas emissions. Additionally, climate conditions
play a crucial role in shaping the interactions between biochar and soil processes. A global
meta-analysis was conducted to evaluate the effects of biochar on soil C dynamics in dif-
ferent climatic regions. Their research demonstrated that biochar application resulted in
greater C sequestration in tropical soils compared to temperate soils [165]. The variation
was attributed to disparities in microbial activity and temperature sensitivity between
different regions [165].

These studies exemplify the intricate and context-dependent nature of biochar-soil
interactions, highlighting the importance of considering soil type, climate conditions, and
specific biochar properties when assessing the impacts of biochar on C sequestration
and related factors. Understanding these complex interactions and their implications for
ecosystem functioning is essential to mitigate potential negative consequences and optimize
the benefits of biochar application. By taking into account the intricacies of soil type, climate
conditions, and specific biochar characteristics, researchers and practitioners can make
informed decisions and design sustainable biochar management strategies.

4.5. Regulatory Frameworks and Policy Support

The successful adoption of biochar as a C sequestration strategy necessitates the estab-
lishment of supportive regulatory frameworks and policies. Clear guidelines, standards,
and incentives are crucial in promoting sustainable biochar production and facilitating
its widespread utilization in C sequestration efforts. Developing robust policies can help
address existing barriers and create an enabling environment for the effective application
of biochar.

Several studies and literature sources emphasize the significance of regulatory frame-
works and policies in promoting the use of biochar for C sequestration. For instance,
a report prepared by the Natural Resources Defense Council in the United States high-
lighted the importance of supportive policies in overcoming market barriers and stimu-
lating the production and utilization of biochar [166]. They argue that policies addressing
issues such as quality standards, product labeling, and certification can enhance market
confidence and promote the adoption of biochar in C sequestration initiatives. Similarly,
Pourhashem et al. (2019) emphasize the role of policy frameworks in providing clear
guidelines for sustainable biochar production and ensuring its environmental and agro-
nomic benefits [167]. They suggest that policies should incentivize biochar use through
mechanisms such as C credits, tax incentives, and subsidies [167].

Additionally, guidelines and standards play a vital role in ensuring the quality, safety,
and efficacy of biochar products. The International Biochar Initiative (IBI) has developed
guidelines for biochar production, utilization, and quality assessment, which serve as
a valuable resource for industry stakeholders and policymakers [168]. These guidelines
provide a framework for sustainable biochar production practices and help establish
consistency and credibility in the biochar market.

Furthermore, incentives are essential for encouraging the adoption of biochar as a C
sequestration strategy. Financial incentives, such as grants and subsidies, can support re-
search and development, promote technology transfer, and incentivize the implementation
of biochar projects [167]. Economic instruments like C pricing mechanisms, such as C taxes
or cap-and-trade systems, can also create a market demand for biochar as a C offsetting
tool [114].

By referencing and integrating these studies and viewpoints into policy discussions
and decision-making processes, policymakers and stakeholders can develop comprehensive
regulatory frameworks that facilitate the sustainable production and utilization of biochar
for C sequestration.
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4.6. Knowledge and Technology Transfer

The successful implementation of biochar applications for C sequestration necessitates
extensive knowledge dissemination, technology transfer, and capacity building among var-
ious stakeholders. Educating farmers, land managers, and policymakers about the benefits,
limitations, and best practices associated with biochar use is crucial for the widespread
adoption of biochar as a C sequestration tool. Ensuring effective knowledge transfer can
empower stakeholders to make informed decisions and maximize the potential benefits
of biochar.

Numerous studies and literature sources highlight the importance of knowledge dis-
semination and capacity building in promoting the use of biochar for C sequestration. For
instance, Guo et al. (2016) emphasize the need for education and outreach programs to com-
municate the advantages and limitations of biochar use to farmers and land managers [169].
They argue that providing technical guidance and training opportunities can facilitate the
integration of biochar into agricultural practices [169]. Similarly, Campbell et al. (2018)
stress the importance of knowledge dissemination to policymakers and stakeholders to
ensure informed decision-making regarding biochar implementation [169]. They propose
that comprehensive information on biochar properties, applications, and potential environ-
mental and socioeconomic impacts should be made available to policymakers to support
policy development and regulatory decision-making [169].

In addition to knowledge dissemination, effective technology transfer plays a vital role
in facilitating the adoption of biochar applications. Farmers and land managers need access
to appropriate and cost-effective biochar production technologies. Training programs,
workshops, and demonstrations can provide hands-on experience and technical guidance
for biochar production, application, and management. Capacity-building efforts should
also focus on the establishment of monitoring and assessment protocols to evaluate the
effectiveness of biochar applications in C sequestration. This can involve the development
of standardized methodologies for measuring C sequestration, nutrient dynamics, and
other relevant parameters [168]. Training programs and workshops that equip researchers
and practitioners with the necessary skills and tools for monitoring and evaluating biochar
effects are essential for building capacity in this field.

By integrating these perspectives into knowledge dissemination strategies and capacity-
building initiatives, stakeholders can enhance their understanding of biochar applications,
overcome potential barriers, and make informed decisions regarding the implementation
of biochar for C sequestration.

5. Conclusions

Biochar holds promise as a valuable tool for soil C sequestration. Its potential to
improve soil properties, enhance C storage, and mitigate greenhouse gas emissions is
evident. However, to fully realize this potential, further research is needed to better
understand the complex interactions between biochar and soil processes and to develop
sustainable practices for its production and application. The stability and persistence of C
within biochar-amended soils, although dependent on various factors, show potential for
long-term C sequestration. The complex interactions between biochar and soil processes,
influenced by soil type, climate conditions, and specific biochar characteristics, highlight the
need for context-specific assessments. With appropriate policies, knowledge dissemination,
and capacity building, biochar can play a significant role in addressing climate change and
promoting sustainable land management practices.
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